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Homework 
Movies Vocabulary 

 
Intermediate 

 
A. Underline the correct word in each sentence. 
  
1. After watching the horror film / comedy, I was too scared to be at home alone. 
 
2. We watched an interesting soundtrack / documentary on the beef industry in Britain. 
 
3. Sam is into sci-fi / drama films, as he’s obsessed with outer space. 
 
4. I find action films / genres exciting, though they can be violent at times. 
 
5. The film was accompanied by a beautiful soundtrack / screen. 
 
B. Complete the sentences using one of the words in the box. 

 
plot    character    genre    cinema    comedy    cast    screen    movie star    dramas    director 

 
1. I prefer dramas to any other movie ………………………………… 
 
2. All good films must have an exciting ………………………………………… 
 
3. I recognised many members of the ……………………………, though I couldn’t put a name to them. 
 
4. We watched a good ………………………………………… last night. I couldn’t stop laughing. 
 
5. Joe enjoys action films and comedies, but I prefer …………………………………… 
 
6. The film is showing at the ……………………………………… down the road. 
 
7. The main ……………………………………… in the film is a young woman who has lost her memory. 
 
8. I’d like to be a ………………………………………… and act in popular films. 
 
9. The ………………………………………… of the film has also directed many successful horror films. 
 
10. I couldn’t see the …………………………… properly because there was a tall man sitting in front of me. 
 
C. Match the sentence halves with their correct endings, underlining the correct verb. 
 
1. The film was ………   a. were filmed / based locally, in the pub just down the road. 
 
2. The main character was ……… b. set / acted in Italy during the Second World War. 
 
3. I’ve heard that the ………  c. shown / played by a famous English actor. 
 
4. The film ………   d. film is showing / directing at the cinema in town. 
 
5. Many scenes ………   e. is set / based on a book by Charles Dickens. 
 

More on this topic at: eclub.to/mv  
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Homework answers 
Movies Vocabulary 

 
Intermediate 

 

Exercise A 

1. horror film 

2. documentary 

3. sci-fi 

4. action films 

5. soundtrack 

 

Exercise B 

1. genre 

2. plot 

3. cast 

4. comedy 

5. dramas 

6. cinema 

7. character 

8. movie star 

9. director 

10. screen 

 

Exercise C 

1. b, set 

2. c, played 

3. d, showing 

4. e, based 

5. a, filmed 

  
	


